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Department HeaD message

By BoB Smith

the students are back, the nights are getting

product development, supply chain manage-

cooler, and hokie football is in the air. the

ment, quality assurance and design. there

week before classes start is always an excit-

are many other opportunities for careers for

ing time on campus. the students with their

students after graduation. students should

parents invade Blacksburg with enthusiasm

please visit with their advisors or other faculty

and dreams of making the dean’s list. our de-

to get a good idea of career paths.

partment welcomes back all of our students
and we wish you a great year.

our department held its annual retreat this
summer to identify areas where we can

our department continues to grow with over

improve programs for our students. We spent

100 students for the fall semester. Both our

the day reviewing our course offerings, con-

sBio and packaging programs saw student

ducting exercises on sustainability aspects in

enrollment increase for the fall. We graduated

our classes, and student recruitment. our de-

26 students in the spring of 2015, with most

partment continues to work very hard on in-

of them finding jobs or going on to graduate

creasing the awareness of our programs to stu-

school. this is the most asked question we

dents on and off campus. The college has hired

get from students and parents entering our

a new recruiter this summer and we will work

programs. “What type of jobs do students

closely with him to bring our message to high

get with our degrees and are their jobs?” The

school students that there are great career op-

answer to the second question is Yes. it helps

portunities studying the science of sustainable

considerably if a student had an internship

biomaterials. our discipline applies science,

during his/her time here. We have employers

technology, engineering and Business to the

who will start looking at students as early as

nation’s most abundant, renewable natural

January for summer internships or full-time

resources. and while doing this, students can

employment. The type of job is a little more

make decisions that impact the sustainability

difficult to say, since it depends on the area

of these resources and improve our environ-

the student focused upon during their time

ment.

with us. traditionally in the sBio area, students
found placement within the natural resource

We welcome everyone back for fall semester

based industries as entry level managers, tech-

and wish you success in your studies. if you

nicians, laboratory specialists, marketing/sales

have any questions regarding our programs,

personnel, or in quality control. in our pack-

please contact me at rsmith4@vt.edu or stop

aging programs students find employment in

in room 230 cheatham hall.
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Learning from inDustriaL packaging
internsHip program
over several years, packaging students have learned industrial experience through co-op or internship programs at packaging industries. During this past summer, the majority of packaging
students (junior and senior) have successfully finished their internships at many companies and
states beyond Virginia and came back to school with brilliant achievements and successful stories.

Learning corrugateD packaging over tHe summer
By Vina LE

this summer, i had the pleasure of working

experience including customer service, design,

with packaging corporation of america in

management, plant operations, and sales and

roanoke, Virginia. the experience was ben-

accounting.

eficial, and I never thought I would gather so
much imperative material about the corrugat-

my plan, for my career, is to one day combine

ed board industry. it was a fascinating learning

my interests in design and plant operations

process as i got to work with my supervisors

with networking amongst customers and em-

in many segments of the company’s system.

ployees. alongside with that idea, i would like

my goal this summer was to learn the foun-

to focus my packaging developments in a cos-

dation of a packaging industry, so the corru-

metic industry. learning about the corrugated

gated board industry helped me understand

industry was extremely helpful with jump-

that it is important to learn that processes

starting my career, and i hope it continues to

influence designs. Without knowledge of how

help me gain more opportunities to network

systems work in an operation, designs will

and gain connections that will further develop

not be correctly produced. my experience in

my skills set. i learned that the quality of rela-

pca consisted of various responsibilities and

tionships depend on how efficient and reliable
people are. for example, in sales, many of the

coVer: Virginia tech hokie Bird was created with 123d
make autodesk inventor program. Vina le sliced the
3d structure of the hokie Bird into 350+ horizontal
slices. it stands roughly 40 inches.

salespeople working for pca are highly dependent on communicating well with their current
and prospective customers. making sure that
the customer understands their options and
Fall 2015
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promoting their sales is important for the

how can we fix certain quality issues that many

company because they are directly communi-

corrugated box converters deal with? I learned

cating to their customers. i learned that sales-

how my previous experience with determinis-

people have an important role in packaging

tic operations research can be applied to situa-

corporation of america’s sales segment.

tions like this, and it was interesting to see how
it worked in a large-scale industry. applying

money is a driving force for many companies

VBa coding and the microsoft access program

like pca, and it’s important to organize that

really helped me understand how the distribu-

money and report in a fashion that concisely

tion of packaging works. Overall, I am satisfied

represents how much corrugated boxes are

with the experience and i hope to continue my

being produced, how much utility was used,

work ethic in this company for the time being.

what were costs of a returned product, and

Working at BranD oWners!
By RichaRd TRey Good

this summer i got the pleasure of working
for newell rubbermaid in charlotte, north
Carolina. More specifically, I worked as a packaging engineering intern on the merchandising
team. it was one of the best experiences that
an intern could ask for. I was given a project
that was actually valued by the company and
could eventually make a huge impact for the
packaging team. My project was to review all
of our display portfolio across the four main
business segments, group them into “families” based on the most modular component,
format this playbook into a way that is useful
for the cross-functional team, and import it into
our online spec system. Through this project, I

Trey with his cousins in front of his office at Rubbermaid.

was able to develop skills such as driving for

teams, and how to problem-solve more effec-

results, collaboration, leading cross-functional

tively. at the end of the summer, i was required
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to give two presentations. The first one was in

them. luckily at the conclusion of my intern-

front of anyone who wanted to attend and it

ship, I received a job offer to be one of their as-

was considered our “technical” presentation.

sociate packaging engineers after i graduate.

the presentation lasted 25 minutes with 10
minutes of questions at the end. the second

It was a great honor to receive this offer so

presentation was for the Vp of research and

quickly, and i am anxiously awaiting my of-

development and all of his direct reports. it

ficial letter from the Human Resources de-

was only for five minutes with five minutes

partment. I will most likely accept this offer of

of questions at the end. this was something

employment just because of my very positive

that i have never done before and was actually

experience over the internship, the culture of

harder than the longer presentation. this was

the company, and willingness to better their

due to there being so much work i had done

employees. also, i think there drive to better

over the summer. i had to compile all of that in-

their employees aligns with my future goals for

formation while still being informative enough

my career. my future goals will be to go to the

for one of the Vice presidents of the company.

industry and work for a consumer packaged

i passed both though and received very valu-

Goods (CPG) company then pursue an MBA in

able feedback from my manager on what i did

order to hopefully move up in an organization.

well over the course of the summer.

While it is sad that i am starting my last year
at Virginia tech, i am excited and optimistic for

Aside from just the requirements for the in-

what the future will hold for me. I plan to finish

ternship, i was able to make lots of connec-

strong and hopefully leave my mark on a uni-

tions. I got to know a lot of different people

versity that has opened the door to so many

from packaging, engineering, marketing, and

opportunities.

sales. it allowed me to gain a whole new perspective on how these different functions work
with one another. this is a skill set that i will be
able to take with me no matter what company
i go work for. additionally, i was able to meet
different interns from all different kind of universities with different interests in life. I made
really good lasting connections that will last
me a lifetime. it was also really helpful to have
them to turn to when i have questions, and it
gave me a good friend group to hang out with
in an area that was just as new to me as it was
Fall 2015
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WeLcome our neW graDuate stuDents
Christa

Stables

is

pallets and packages. the interaction is ob-

a first year Master’s

served by how different design factors of the

degree

candidate

pallets and packages can impact each other.

working

with

dr.

When samantha is not working on research,

frazier, studying the

she enjoys going hiking and playing soccer. She

wetting and diffusion

also loves to cook and just enjoys the company

of various liquid-wood

of her friends.

interfaces. her undergraduate degree was

Christian Birkett is

also in sustainable Biomaterials at Virginia

a dual ms candidate

tech, with a minor in chemistry. she is recently

from

married, and is looking forward to sharing this

Virginia, studying in

experience with her new husband. she would

sBio and industrial &

ultimately like to work out in the field, in a mill

systems engineering.

environment, while doing work with adhesives

he is working under

as well.

dr. Goodell and is re-

southwestern

searching the future
S a m a n t h a

supply chain for nanocellulose products. he

Phanthanousy grad-

did his undergraduate work here at Vt in the

uated from Virginia

materials science and engineering program.

tech this past may and
received a Bachelors

Eduardo

in packaging systems

came

and design. she par-

rica, where he ob-

ticipated in two un-

tained a B.s degree in

dergraduate research

industrial production

symposiums and spent one summer assist-

engineering from the

ing a doctorate student with his dissertation.

costa rican institute

samantha also worked as a lab technician in the

of technology. in the

center for packaging and unit load design at

final year of college, he

Virginia tech. as a master’s degree candidate

began working for Kimberly-clark corporation

working with dr. horvath, samantha’s research

as an intern in the area of operations

interest focuses on the interaction between

Research and Analytics, specifically focusing
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from

Molina
costa

on optimization of the production scheduling.

optimization of the whole supply and distribu-

after graduation, eduardo stayed working there

tion chain, involving areas from inventory plan-

as a planning analyst for finished Goods for the

ning to the optimization of the unit loads in the

region of central america and the caribbean.

logistics operations, in order to streamline the

he worked in this role for three years, where

distribution network and provide continuously

he was responsible of the distribution require-

better and more profitable results. On the

ment planning and the supply planning for

personal side, Eduardo enjoys watching soccer

multiple distribution centers in different coun-

games (especially the ones from cartago, a

tries. as a master’s degree candidate working

great team!) as well as traveling to meet new

with dr. horvath, eduardo’s research interests

people and cultures.

lie in the area of continuous improvement and

sustainaBLe packaging Design trainee
program offereD By tHe center for
packaging anD unit LoaD Design
By L aszLo horvath

every year, 4 outstanding undergraduate students are selected from Virginia tech packaging
systems and design program to participate in
the sustainable packaging designer trainee
program offered by the Center for Packaging
and unit load design. in 2015, William Bagby
(Junior), Teddy Polk (Senior), Landon Holbert
(Sophmore), and Bradely Sisson (Senior) were
selected. as part of the trainee program
the students spent the whole summer in
Blacksburg learning about pallet, packaging
and unit load testing. the summer training
started with a four-day extensive off-site training program in Georgia. during the training the
students learned about the principles of lean

Landon Holbert (Sophmore) and Bradley Sisson (Senior) are
learning about standard operating procedures through a
leGo® car building exercise.

Fall 2015
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manufacturing, the importance of standards,
practiced pallet testing procedures, and also
participated in team building exercises.
following the four-day training, the students
learned iso, astm, and tappi pallet and packaging testing procedures and became Certified
laboratory technicians by the international
Safe Transit Association (ISTA). In addition

although the students accomplished a lot,

to the training, the students had a chance to

their journey is just starting. During the fall se-

work on real life industrial testing projects with

mester, they will work on a project sponsored

regional and multinational companies such as

by the national Wooden pallet and container

corning, tvilum, homestar, logisall, altria and

Association and present the findings of the re-

others.

search in their annual leadership meeting in
the spring.

sBio/macr stuDent Wins prestigious
acs aWarD By KeVin EdGar
Graduate student award, given annually by
the american chemical society’s cellulose and
renewable materials division. the competitive award is given to only one student annually (along with a second place award) from
among an international pool of applicants,
and recognizes outstanding graduate student
achievement in cellulose and renewable matexiangtao

graduate

rials research. xiangtao was recognized for his

student in the college of natural resources

work in devising a new, versatile, and efficient

and environment, has recently been an-

way to modify the renewable polysaccharide

nounced as the winner of the 2015 eastman

cellulose, opening up applications for novel

8

meng,

a

fourth-year
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derivatives of the abundant natural polymer

meng compares the process to grafting fruit

ranging from batteries to drug delivery. meng’s

trees: the spectrum of different polymers

new methodology is so mild that it can be

available is like “harvesting apples this year,

carried out at room temperature and is often

peaches next year, and pears the next year —

complete within one hour, involving no strong

all from the same tree,” he said. Meng, from

acid or base catalysts, and thereby enabling

shandong province, china, is now working on

attachment of entities to cellulose (e.g. target-

incorporating another type of chemical reac-

ing or therapeutic groups) that are extremely

tion that will allow even more versatility — like

sensitive and would be difficult to attach in

“growing apples and peaches on the same

any other way. xiangtao is pursuing his ph.d.

tree,” he said. It will also open the door to a

in macromolecular science and engineering

wider array of potential applications, like the

(MACR), with a Doctoral Fellowship from the

synthesis of antibacterial hydrogels for wound

Vt institute for critical technology and applied

dressing.

Science (ICTAS), working under the guidance of
sBio professor Kevin edgar.

this is the third time within the last four years
that a graduate student from the edgar group

meng’s method will allow chemists to use a

has been honored with this prestigious in-

single readily available, sustainable biomate-

ternational award (daiqiang xu in 2012, and

rial to develop a wide variety of polymers spe-

Haoyu Liu in 2013).

cifically tuned to carry many different pharmaceutical targets.

packaging stuDents engage WitH
LocaL inDustry By John BouLdinG
the center for packaging and unit load design

clients from around the world. undergraduate

(CPULD) is an integral part of the Packaging

student interns are the main driving force

Systems and Design major and the Department

behind our daily operations. under the lead-

of sustainable Biomaterials at Virginia tech.

ership of faculty and graduate students, these

the cpuld laboratory conducts packaging and

interns not only learn testing and research

unit load testing and simulations for industrial

skills but also earn the Certified Packaging

Fall 2015
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Corning plant, Christiansburg, Virginia. From left, Matthew Baker (Ph.D. candidate), interns Landon Holbert, Bradley Sisson,
Teddy Polk, and William Bagby; Samantha Phanthanousy (Master’s student), Laszlo Horvath, John Bouldin, and Tyler
Matusevich (Master’s student).

laboratory professional designation from the

firms in Christiansburg; the Corning Plant on

international safe transit association. most

North Franklin St. (hosted by Mr. Wes Jarrell),

interns go on to participate in industry in-

and hubbell lighting on electric Way (hosted

ternships before graduation. these skills and

by Mr. Rick Mayer). We are grateful to these

accomplishments help them to successfully

companies for treating our group to presenta-

compete in and contribute to the future of the

tions on their company histories and product

packaging industry. this year’s interns are

offerings, and tours of their facilities including

landon holbert, Bradley sisson, teddy polk,

manufacturing, warehousing, packaging, and

and William Bagby.

distribution operations.

one of the goals adopted by cpuld is to meet

these opportunities enabled our students to

with local businesses to enhance awareness

observe first-hand how the concepts learned in

of our program, establish working relation-

the classroom are actually applied in the field.

ships, and to encourage the hiring of our

in addition, students could observe how the

students for internships and full-time employ-

packaging and distribution tests conducted in

ment. during the months of July and august,

the lab relate to the conditions experienced by

students and faculty were invited to visit two

packages and unit loads in the real world.
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sBio tent at Gobblerfest

first information session Was a Hit!
By Megan StaLLinGS, senior, pacK aGinG

the sBio and packaging student recruiting

and opportunities. megan stallings, senior in

teams under the guidance of sBio emc

packaging, spoke on behalf of the packaging

concluded the first portion of the fall new

program, club, and opportunities after gradu-

student recruitment with a joint interest

ation.

session for the sustainable biomaterials and
packaging programs. they held a cookout and

the students seemed very interested in sus-

attended Gobblerfest during the previous

tainability and eager to learn more about the

week where they were able to reach out to

programs. the hands-on learning opportuni-

students and advertise the interest session.

ties that the program offers truly appeal to
students.

it was a big hit among primarily freshman students. there were about 15 students in atten-

interest sessions such as this give students

dance. the interests of students ranged from

not only an opportunity to learn more about

“I don’t know” to double major in architecture

the department of sustainable Biomaterials,

and sustainable biomaterials.

but they provide a time to network and build
lasting relationships. Both sustainable bioma-

catherine Jucha, president of the society of

terials and packaging will be organizing inter-

renewable resources club, spoke on behalf

est sessions later in the semester.

of the sustainable biomaterials programs
Fall 2015
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unDergraD summer researcH at tHe
center for packaging anD unit LoaD
Design By L aszLo horvath
During the summer, Matt Baker (Ph.D) and
Marlon Levy-Faigen (Junior) have been tackling
one of the biggest challenges in the packaging
industry. they have been investigating how
the compression strength of corrugated boxes
change depending on the content of the box.
The research will help us design more efficient
corrugated boxes and improve the sustainability of the overall industry. mr. Baker and mr.
Levy-Faigen presented their finding in the 2015
summer undergraduate research symposium
at Virginia tech.

poster presentation on the 2015 summer undergraduate
research symposium. marlon levy-faigen, left and matthew
Baker

aspects of WooD BioDeterioration
anD Bioconversion
By BaRRy GoodELL

the université de lorraine and the institut
National de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA)
hosted professor Barry Goodell for several
weeks in may and June of this year. Goodell
gave seminars on several aspects of wood
biodeterioration and bioconversion, Goodell
met with faculty, staff and students to discuss
collaborative research and student exchange
activities. in addition to meetings and lectures in both Nancy (ULorraine) and Ecologie
et ecophysiologie forestières in champenoux,
12

professor Barry Goodell holds a bicycle made from bamboo
by students at École nationale supérieure des technologies
et industries du Bois in Épinal, cedex, france. Behind him
are several other student projects made using hybrid composite materials, but featuring lignocellulose as the core
material.

Fall 2015

france, Goodell also travelled to the École

disease of grape vine stock in france that now

nationale supérieure des technologies et

kills as much as 30% of the vine stock each

industries du Bois in Épinal cedex, france

year.

to give a seminar, and was kindly hosted on
that visit by professor philippe Gérardin of

professor Goodell is indebted to professor

ulorraine. as part of the visit, Goodell traveled

dr. eric Gelhaye, université de lorraine and

to meet with professor christophe Bertsch,

inra, and his unit interactions arbres/micro-

directeur, laboratoire Vigne Biotechnologies

organismes for an excellent experience in

et environnement at the université de haute-

nancy, champenoux and the surrounding area,

alsace in colmar, france to give a presentation,

and for organizing and sponsoring Goodell’s

and learn about a devastating fungal decay

travel to france as a visiting professor.

eDgar serves on internationaL phD
committee By KeVin EdGar
prof. Kevin edgar recently returned from
Barcelona, spain where he served on the phd
final orals committee for a former visiting
scholar in his group, Victoria codera. Victoria
spent approximately 6 months in the edgar
group during 2013-2014 studying combing
chemical and enzymatic methods for preparing polysaccharides in which the sequence of
the monosaccharide building blocks is precise-

professors antoni planas, left, and Kevin edgar.

ly specified. Not only is this an extremely dif-

Sciences (IQS) in Barcelona, was largely carried

ficult problem in the construction of complex,

out by (now Dr.) Codera in both Blacksburg

renewable polysaccharides like those from

and Barcelona, and is the subject of a current

nature, but it is virtually impossible to do even

manuscript submission. edgar also delivered

in the preparation of synthetic polymers.

a lecture on current work in his group to
faculty and students at iQs in Barcelona, en-

the work resulting from this collaboration

titled “selectivity in polysaccharide chemistry:

between the edgar group and that of professor

regio- and chemoselective preparation of

antoni planas, of the institute of chemical

Bioactive Polysaccharide Derivatives.”

Fall 2015
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participants in the lean management training develop a Value stream map as part of the activities of this short course

QuesaDa DeLivers Lean management
inDustry training in Dominican
repuBLic By henRy QuESada
From June 25-26, 2015; Dr. Henry Quesada,

activities where participants designed and per-

associate professor at the department of

formed various simulation activities to capture

sustainable Biomaterials taught a short course

and analyzed process data. this approach was

on lean management. the short course

fundamental to help participants to under-

was organized by a local organization called

stand the impact of the different productivity

intras that provides training to companies in

tools under the umbrella of lean management.

dominican republic in business and operation
dr. Quesada has been involved in lean

management topics.

management research and training since 1998.
this is the third time dr. Quesada has traveled

he has trained thousands of people on the

to this country to teach this short course. in

topic in the usa and other countries. if your or-

this opportunity, a total of 34 people attended

ganization is interested in conducting a similar

the two-day short course from financial, logis-

training for your associates, please contact dr.

tics, and manufacturing industry sectors. the

henry Quesada at quesada@vt.edu for more

short-course has mostly based on hands-on

details. We will be happy to assist you.
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Entrepreneurial Scholarship recipients (left to right): Dayna Reynolds, Frank Gerloff, Bridget Acland, Wendell Foster, Gloria
alvarez, trey Good, carly harding.

entrepreneuriaL scHoLarsHip
estaBLisHeD By eaRL KLinE
this past spring semester, the college of

The first seven recipients of the Entrepreneurial

natural resources & environment, the Wood

scholarship have been selected for the 2015 fall

Enterprise Institute (WEI) and the Whitehurst

semester to unleash their passion for building

family

enterprise

a successful entrepreneurial experience. their

institute entrepreneurial scholarship program.

first experience began during the first weekend

A $500 scholarship stipend is offered to each

of the semester with an intensive problem

student to recognize exemplary students who

solving and team building retreat at mountain

participate in leadership roles to collabora-

lake, Virginia. the retreat introduced a rigor-

tively unleash their passion for innovation and

ous problem solving technique that teaches

creativity towards building a successful entre-

how to address challenges through coaching

preneurial experience. the scholarship seeks

and teamwork. the students will apply what

up to 8 students each year to lead the develop-

they’ve learned towards this year’s Wei busi-

ment of WEI projects and to mentor students

ness projects.

established

the

Wood

involved in project activities.
Fall 2015
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nWpca anD vt teams up to offer a
paLLet Design anD performance sHort
course By L aszLo horvath
in august, the national
Wooden
container

pallet

and

association

(NWPCA) and the Center
for packaging and unit
load design co-hosted a
sold-out two and half day
educational short course.
the course, titled “Wood
pallet design and performance: pallet design

materials used, and the loading and handling

in the 21st Century,” focused on developing

conditions the pallet experiences. amazon,

techniques to design efficient and safe wood

dupont, and 19 companies representing a

pallets using the industry standard software

broad cross-section of pallet manufacturers

program, The Pallet Design System™ (PDS).

and recyclers, pallet brokers, and end-users
of pallets participated. this course provides

The course covered the major aspects of pallet

these packaging specialists a range of indus-

design that affect performance: the location

try and academic experiences on safe pallet

and dimensions of pallet components, the

design techniques.

coLLaBoration WitH costa rica tecH
tHrougH onLine-course on Lean
Logistics By henRy QuESada
from may 12 to august 5, 2015 associate pro-

degree program at the costa rica institute of

fessor henry Quesada at the department of

Technology (Costa Rica Tech).

sustainable Biomaterials at Virginia tech delivered an online-course on lean logistics for

the delivery methods included synchro-

students of the manufacturing systems master

nous and asynchronous online activities. the

16
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platform scholar hosted at Virginia tech was

logistics is an important component in this

used for the asynchronous part of the course.

area of research and companies are putting a

scholar is one of Virginia tech’s learning man-

lot of resources in understanding their supply

agement systems. the tool Webex was used

chains and how to make it more effective

for the synchronous (live meetings) of the

and efficient. Lean Management applied to

course. students and the instructor met once

logistics and supply chain is a growing area

a week during the time of the course. Webex is

of interest for companies given the potential

a unique platform that allows the replication

for increasing the performance of the supply

of many face-to-face classrooms features such

chain through the application of lean manage-

as sharing of presentations, blackboard, and

ment tools.

various methods for student engagement.
if you are interested in learning more about
a total of 34 students participated in the

online learning and lean logistics, please

12-week master level class. the department of

contact dr. henry Quesada at quesada@

sustainable Biomaterial is one of the country

vt.edu. We will be happy to assist you.

leaders in packaging and design systems.

virginia extension Hosts eurasian
timBer DeLegation By URs BuEhLmann
on July 24, 2015, Virginia cooperative extension
agent adam downing and extension specialist
urs Buehlmann with John campbell and
charles Becker from the Virginia department
of forestry hosted a delegation of timber
and wood processing management specialists from eurasia under the leadership of ms.
Becky long, international trade specialist, u.s.
department of commerce at the mccormick
farm in raphine, Va
the mccormick farm in raphine, Va. the farm serves as
the shenandoah Valley agricultural research and extension
center and is owned by Virginia tech.

The 18 individuals from Kazakhstan, Tajikistan,
russia, and the ukraine are executives of

Fall 2015
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companies and organizations (4 national/re-

companies, and technology and equipment

gional government entities and 14 private com-

companies.

panies) operating in areas ranging from forest
management to timber harvesting as well as

the program in Virginia encompassed a

processing of value added products visited the

visit to a hardwood sawmill, a tour through

u.s. by invitation of the u.s. department of

a demonstration forest, and a seminar on

commerce under the saBit (special american

lean manufacturing. in his seminar on lean

Business Internship Training) of the U.S.

manufacturing,

department of commerce, international trade

Buehlmann made a case in favor of this widely

administration for three weeks from July 18 –

used, highly successful manufacturing philoso-

august 8, 2015. the delegates spent a few days

phy that consists of focusing on adding value

in DC, and then traveled to several different

to products and eliminating all waste.

extension

specialist

urs

locations across the u.s., with Virginia being
one of them. The objective was to learn about

hopefully, the delegates left with many posi-

trends and best practices in forest manage-

tive impressions from Virginia and with an

ment, timber harvesting, and primary and sec-

understanding of and an appreciation for the

ondary wood processing. during their time in

beautiful products from our forests. maybe,

the united states, they met with federal/state

one day, a part of the almost $3 billion of farm

government agencies, industry associations,

and forestry products exported from Virginia

universities, timber harvesting and processing

annually, may go through the hands of one of
the delegates that visited our state.

neW Book HeLps put
tHose starting a forest
proDucts Business on tHe
patH to success
the department of sustainable Biomaterials

hired to work

has released a new publication targeted to

management

those interested in starting a forest products-

positions

related business or for individuals without a

existing forest

forest products background who have been

products
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in

companies. The authors, Robert (Bob) L.

management education for new employees,”

smith, professor of forest products marketing

smith said. “it is our hope that this book will

and head of the department of sustainable

help companies with their training efforts as

Biomaterials in the college of natural resources

well as guide individuals who are establishing

and environment, and omar espinoza, assis-

new businesses.” The book’s chapters cover

tant professor and chair of the forest products

major topics in business management, such as

management development institute at the

strategic planning, human resources, finance,

university of minnesota, drew upon their man-

marketing, and operations management. the

agement experience in the forest products in-

final chapter guides readers through writing

dustry and as educators and researchers.

a business plan. appendixes include a sample
business plan and contact information for

individuals often enter the forest products in-

dozens of agencies and organizations that can

dustry based on their passion for working with

serve as resources.

wood instead of with a well thought-out business plan. “Business management practices for

the book, funded by the u.s. forest service

Small to Medium Sized Forest Products Firms”

northeastern area state and private forestry’s

presents the nuts and bolts of business man-

Wood education resource center, is a follow-

agement as it relates to the forest products

up to a 2008 joint publication on marketing of

industry, offering business owners and man-

which smith was a co-author.

agers a framework for success. “in working
with the forest products industry, owners and

the book can be downloaded free at:

mangers have indicated that there is a need for

sbio.vt.edu

WBc Hosts WooD aDHesion sHort
course By Linda CaudiLL
The Wood-Based Composites Center (WBC)

among other topics. instructors included

welcomed

to

Virginia tech’s chip frazier and, from oregon

Blacksburg in august for the 13th Wood

state university, drs. fred Kamke and John

adhesion short course. participants learned

nairn. the WBc, a national science foundation

about wood structure and properties, the

industry/university

importance of the wood/water relationship,

Center, I/UCRC, has been offering the course

adhesion and common industry adhesives,

since 2000.
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